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I.
II
ByletteroflgFebruarytgslthePresidentoftheCouncil
oftheEuropeanCommunitiesrequestedtheEuropeanParliament
todeliveranopinion,pursuanttoArticle5ToftheEECTreaty,
on the proposals from the commission of the European communities
to the Council for
adirectiveconcerningthecoordinationofprovisionslaid
down by Iaw, regulation or administrative action in respect
of certain activities in the field of pharmacy
a directive concerning the mutual recognition of diplomas'
certificatesandotherevidenceofformalqualificationsin
pharmacy,includingmeasurestofacilitatetheeffective
exercise of the right of establishment relating to certain
activities in the field of pharmacy
and a
draftCouncildecisionsettinguPanAdvisoryCommitteeon
Pharmaceutical Training.
on 27 FebruarY 1981 the
referred these ProPosals to
committee resPonsible and to
opinion.
At its meeting of
appointed t'lr t"lalangr6
At its meetings
committee considered
document drawn uP bY
President of the European Parliament
the Legal Affairs Committee as the
the Committee on Budgets for an
18 l"larch 1981 the Legal Affairs Committee
raPPorteur.
of 29/30 April and L9/20 October 1982 the
the Commission's proposals and a working
the rapporteur.
As a result of the contribution to the debate made by the
Commission's representative at its meeting of 29/30 April 1982
the chairman requested him to submit to the committee in written
form his speech and the statistical information which he had
drawn upr if possible supplemented by further data (see PE 78'747)
-3 PE 77.3L6/tin'
on2?Junelg82thisspeechandadditionaLStatisticsreLatingtopharmacies
in the various Member states were fortrarded to the members of the 
LegaL Affa'irs
Committee (Notice to llembers No' 2218? - PE 78'E9E)'
Atitsmeetingotlgl2OOctoberlgEZ,thecommitteecontinueditsdeLiberations
on the basis of a uorking document prepared by llr llaLangr6 
(pe 77'3'16) and the
documents suppLied by the commission and annexed to Notice No' 
?2t82 (PE 78'898)'
In the Light of this debate' t{r trlatangr6
which was considered by the committee at its
At its meeting of 25t26 May 1983, the committee voted on a number of amendments
However, the vote ras adjourned when some inconsistencies came to Light in 
the
adopted text.
Atitsmeetingot.l5tl6Junelgs3,thecommitteeagreedtotheproposaLbyits
rapporteurtoresumeconsiderationofthematteronthebasisofarev.ised
report.
At its meeting of ?0121 June 1983 the committee decided by 12 Votes
to 0 ulith 2 abstentions to recommend to Partiament that it approve the
proposaLs for directives and the draft decision as amended by the amendments
beLow (PP. 6 - 9).
The committee then adopted the motion for a resotution as a uhote by 13 votes
to 0 rrith 1 abstention'
ThefolLowingtookpartinthevote:MrsVeiL,chairman:
MrLusterrvice-chairman;MrMaLangrerrapporteuriMrDaLzie[,MrGeurtse
Gontikas, Flr Goppel', filr Janssen van Raay, ltr filegahy, Mr Sieg[erschmidt,
TyrreL L, Flrs Vayssade, trlr Vetter and ftlr Vie'
prepared a draft report GE 77 '316lrev
meeting ot 15t16 FebruarY 19E3'
Mr
Mr
The oPinion
This report bras
of the Committee on Budgets is attached (p' 34)'
tabled on 27 June 1983.
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The LegaL Affairs Committee hereby subnrits to the European Partiament
the fol.Loring amendnents to the Coafiission's proposats and motion for a
resotution together uith explanatory statement:
TEXT PROPOSED BY THE COI{[{ISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN COIII{UNITIESl
AIiENDiIENTS TABLED BY THE LEGAL
AFTAIRS COMiIITTEE
CounciI Directive concerning the
coordination of pnovisions Iaid down
by Iar, reguIation or adninistrative action
in respect of certain activities in the fieLd of pharmacy
Preambte and recitats unchanged
AEENqUEUI-Ns.-1
Ar!rg!e-1 Arg!g!e-L
Hember States shatl ensure that ltlember States shatt ensure that
hoLders of a diptoma, certificate holders of a diptoma, certificate or
or other university quatification other university quaIification 'in
in pharmacy rhich meets the pharmacy rhich meets the conditions
conditions laid doun in Articte 2 laid doun in ArticLe 2 shaLl. be
shalt be entitled at least to entitted at [east to access to the
access to the activities mentioned activities mentioned in the foltoring
in the fotlouing paragraph and to paragraph and to exercise such
exercise such activities subject, activities subject, uhere'appropriate',
where 'appropriate', to the to the requiremcnt of an in-service
requirement of an in-service training period or additionat
training period or additional. professionaI experience,_g!d_EgDigg!-!g
professionat experience. !he_pCey!S!gng_e!-AC!ig!9_3!e)_g!
ques!]ye-91----EEq-en-!he-Es!se!
reeesu!!eo_e1-d!p!spes .
Paragraph 2 of Articte 1 unchanged.
Artictes 2 to 6 unchanged.
T---------'For compIete text see
0J No. C 35 of 18.2.1981, p. 3
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TEXT PROPOSED BY THE CO}IIIISSIOI{
OF THE EUROPEAN COIIiTUNITIES
CounciI Directive concerning thc
mutuaI recognition of diPtomas,
certificates and other evidence of
formaI quaLifications in pharnacy,
incLuding measures to facititate
the effective exercise of the right
of estabtishment retating to
certain activities in the fietd
of pharmacy
AilENDiIENTS TABLED BY THE
LEGAL AFFAIRS COiIMITTEE
AI,IENDI'IENT NO. 2
----------
EiCSg Counci L Directive concerning
the mutuaI recognition of diptomas,
certificates and other evidence of
formaI qual.if ications in pharmacy,
incLuding neasures to facititate the
effective exercise of the right of
estabtishment reLating to certain
activities in the fieLd of pharmacy
Prearnbte unchanged.
1st to 6th recitaLs unchanged
AUENqEEU-N9,.]
Neu-cegi.!q!-!e-Ie!!es-Q!h-rssl!e! :
UE E B E A!- e ! ! ! es s h 
- 
! b s- s ee r 
-di Ee !1 en- e j
!cein!ng-e0d-!hs-Es!se!JesesEi!!eo-el
d!B!esas-ere-e!-eo-ebieg!ive-ne!elez-!!
jg-.c-t-egg-ty- jgtp.oSS j.b-t9--t9-S!-tgtg--tltg
s!!es!-e!-reseeni!!e!-!e-esssss-!e-!he
ersreiss-el-!!s-es!1v!!!es-q!-se!1-
e0p!ersd-eerse0s-!o-!be-Jie!d-sl-phes0egx,
s9-let-ss-!he-9ps!!0e-9!-!91-phecoesies
is-ggnsecnsgi-$srees-!he-dilllss!!iss-!B
!he-!eg!s!e!iea-eJ-!he-!eqbsr-!!e!es-en
!his-!egger-Ee!!el-:-!n-ssog- gs!ss3-heevr
tss!t!s!!e!s-ers-p!esed-e!-!ssb-epenings
eod-in-s!heree-!h9re-is-geqp!e!e-lrssdso
!n-thls-reeess!-:-Eig!!-in-! es!.-!!
rs9e901!ien-e!-d!e!eEeE-i!-PherEeer-!sre
er!soded-!e-!he-c!gh!-!e-epen-e-!e!
eherqqsva-!eed-!e-gnbe!ensed-eE!ste!le0
e!-pheroeglsgs-!ceo-seu0!r!sE-in-rhigh
!hese-is-gseereeh!se!-d!s!tiEs!lea-e!
pEersag!gs-ls-ses0!t!es-uhere-!hets-ie
conplete freedom to set up pharmacies;
-7- pE 17.3151 1in,
TEXT PROPOSED BY THE COt{tiISSION
OF THE EUROPEAN COTiIIiIUNITIES
AIIIENDI.IENTS TABLED BY THE
LEGAL AFFAIRS COIi].IITTEE
Seventh to tretfth recitats unchanged
HAS ADOPTED T}IIS DIRECTIVE:
Artic[e 1 unchanged
AEENqEENI-!g.-!
^l!ts!s-? 
Acgis!e-?-
Each Member State shaLL recognize Each llember State shatl' recognize
the diptomas, certificates and the diplomas, certificates and
other quaL.ifications ararded to other qual'ifications avarded to nationaLs
nationats of tilember States by of ttlember States by other ltlember States
other Member States in accordance in accordance uith ArticLe 2 of
nith Articte 2 of Directive 8/ /EEC Directive E/ /EEC and tisted in
and listed in Article 3, by giving Articl'e 3, by giving to such quaLifications,
to such quatifications, as far as as far as the right to take up and pursue
the r.ight to take up and pursue the the activities referred to in Articte 1
activities in a self-emptoyed is concerned, the same effect in its
capacity is concerned, the same territory as to those diplomas, certificates
effect in its territory as to and other qual'ifications, Listed in the
those diptomas, certificates and same Artic[e, trhich it itsetf arards'
other qual.ifications, Iisted in the
same Articte, trhich it itseLf ayards. EgClhef'-gggh-UgEbil-S!3le-Sggd-ng!
resesnile-!hese-dip!eEes-!9r-!hg-epsn:og
e! 
- 
nsr 
- 
eha tE e I I g g 
-9Psn-!9- ! h e- s -ub ! I g -
Artictes 3 to 20 unchanged
-E- PE 77 .31611in.
DRAFT COUNCIL DECISION
0t ..
setting up an Advisory Committee on
PharmaceuticaI Training
Text unchanged.
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A.
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
closingtheProcedureforconsultationoftheEuropeanParliament
ontheproposalsfromtheCommissionoftheEuropeanCommunities
to the Council for
I.adirectiveconcerningthecoordinationofprovisionslaid
downbylaw,regulationoradministrativeactioninrespect
of certain activities in the field of pharmacy
Il.adirectiveconcerningthemutualrecognitionofdiplomas,
certificatesandotherevidenceofformalqualificationsin
pharmacy,includingmeasurestofacilitatetheeffective
exerciseoftherightofestablishmentrelatingtocertain
activities in the field of pharmacy
andadraftCouncildecisionsettingupanAdvisoryCommitteeon
Pharmaceutical Training
The European Parliament,
-havingregardtothen'"::i..sfromtheCommissionoftheEuropean
Communities to the Council''
having been consulted
the EEC TreatY (Ooc.
by the Council pursuant to Article 57 of
L-934/80\,
1.
2.
havingregardtothereportoftheLegalAffairsCommitteeand
t.lrc <>lrinion of the Committee on Budgets (Ooc' 1-485lES )'
hav.ing regard to the votes on the commissionrs proposaIs'for directives and draft
decision,
Notes that the present Commission proposaIs fatL short of the provisions
previoustY submitted bY it;
Notes that the Commission has atso been unabte to submit
proposals for freedom to provide services with regard to
activities in the field of pharmacy;
I o,, tro. c 35 of 18.2.1981, Page 3
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3. Notes the faiLure to make progress in the important and compticated fieLd
of the harmonization of the market in pharnaceuticaI products;
4. Recognizes that the commissionrs decision not to provide for the geographicat
distribution of dispensaries, and instead to attov the varying nationaL
provisions on the right of estabLishment to stand, is based on vatid,
practi caI considerat ions;
5. Notes that, uhite harmonisation of the nationat conditions relating to the
right of estabtishment is a requirement for the freedom of establ'ishment of
aLL sel,f-empLoyed pharmacists, nonethetess such harmonisation is not necessary
to permit freedom of estabtishment for the vast majority of setf-empLoyed
pharmacists Hho estabtish themsetves by purchase;
!
6. Takes the vieu, therefore, that the commission proposats can be endorsed,
but that Member states shouLd be permitted not to app[y the provisions
retating to recognition to seIf-emptoyed pharrnacists seeking to estabLish
themseIves in ner Pharmacies;
7. Requests the Commission, therefore, to monitor the situation foLlou'ing the
adopt'ion of these proposats and to submit further proposats in due course to
permit unrestricted freedom of estabtishrnent in aIt t'lember States;
8. Vieys the Commission's present proposats, therefore, as mereLy a first
step touards the achievement of freedom of estabLishment and freedom to
provide services for activities in the fieLd of pharmacy;
9. Considers in this respect that the Advisory Commiti"" o.,
pharmaceutical Training should play an important Part in the
formulation of further-reaching proposals;
1O- Wclcomes the intended harmonization of training, final
examinations and evidence of formal qualifications i
11. Approves the proposals subject to the amendments which have
been adopted;
12. Requests the Commission to include these amendments in its
proposals, pursuant to Article 149(2) of the EEC Treaty;
- 11 - PE 77.3161 Iin.
13. Instructs its President to forward to the Council and
Commission, as Parliament's opinion, the Commission's
proposals as voted by Parliament and the corresponding
resolution together with the committeers report.
-12- PE 77.3161 tin.
Part I
B
EXPLANATORY STATEIVIENT
synopsis of previous proposals submitted by the commission
concerning the right of estabrishment in respect of certain
activities in the field of pharmacy
I. In order properly to assess the significance of the proposals to
facilitate the exercise of the right of establishment relating to
certain activities in the fierd of pharmacyl, forwarded by the
Commission to the Council by letter of 3 February 1981, it is necessary
to refer back to the earlier proposals on the same subject submitted
by the Commission in 1969 and 1972 and later withdrawn, and to high-
light the major differences which distinguish them from the present
proposals.
I. The Commission,s 1969 proposals
2. rn March 1959 the commission submitted. seven proposals for
directives and one recommendation designed to implement the provisions
of the EEC Treaty concerning the free movement of persons and freedom
of establishment for companies in the entire field of pharmacy(including the manufacture and retailing of pharmaceuticals by self-
employed persons).
These included the fotlowing proposals:
(1) proposal for
laid down by
of the retail
(2) proposal for
certificates
a directive on the coordination of certain provisions
law, regulation or administrative action in respect
sale of medicinal products by self-employed p"r=on=2,
a directive on the mutual recognition of the diptomas,
and other formal qualifications of pharmacists3,
provis ions
respect
(3) proposal for a directive on the coordination of certain
raid down by Iaw, reguration or administrative action in
of the activities of self-employed pharmacists4.
- COM(81) 4 final, OJ No. C 35, 18.2.81, p. 32 o; No. c 54, zg.4.Lg6g, p. 443 oJ t'to. c 54 , 2g .4 .1969 , p. 4g4 o,l t',to. c 54, 2g.4.r969, p. 5o
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3. Those proposals were based on Articles 57 and 65 of the EEC
Treaty and covered aII the activities of pharmacists, including
monitoring and control, industrial manufacture of pharmaceuticals'
Iaboratory research and dispensing work in a pharmacy. They were the
first of their kind to make detailed provisions in the area of the
mutual recognition of diPlomas.
The following requirements !{ere laid down:
- possession of a diploma or certificate fulfilling the entrance
requirement for studying pharmacy at an institution of higher
education in one of the Member States;
- at 1east four and a half years theoretical and practical training,
consisting of at least 3,500 hours and covering a specific
curriculum;
- at least six months in-service training in a dispensary.
For anyone wishing to engage in and pursue activities in a factory,
laboratory or dispensary, there was a further requirement of at least
one year,s practicat training carried out on a fuII-time basis under
the direction of an approved pharmacist. Special provisions were
Iaid down in respect of the exercise of certain activities in the
area of pharmaceutical analYsis.
4. On 18.11.1970 the European Parliament adopted, on the basis of
a report by the Lega1 Affairs Committee (rapporteur: Mr Dittrich)1
2a resorurl-on in which it welcomed the Commissionrs proposals to
eliminate the existing obstacles to freedom of establishment and
freedom to provide services, approved them as a whole, and called on
the Commission to adopt a number of amendm"rra=3.
5. The report of the Legal Affairs Committee welcomed the fact that
for reasons of public health, the Commission Proposed to authorize the
sale of medicinal products in pharmacies onty. It considered, however,
that this dispensing monopoly should come into effect only after a
transitional period of 10 Years.
' Document L42/70-7I
2 o,r *o. c L43, 3.L2.1970, p. 22
3 th" amendments did not concern the proposals for directives which
are of relevance here
- 14 - PE 77.3L6/ tin.
6. The Legal Affairs Committee expressed regret that the directive
on coordination did not contain provisions relating to the geographical
distribution of pharmacies. It recognized, however, that this matter
raised complex questions, Some of them, as in the Federal Republic
of Germanyr of a constitutional nature. The European Parliament
recommended that a solution be found to the problem of the geographical
distribution of pharmacies as soon as possiblel.
In discussions in the Legat Affairs Committee the Commission spoke
in favour of finding an early solution to this problem so that the
question of the right of establishment in the field of pharmacy could
be regulated in its entirety. It undertook to submit, by October 7970,
a report which would serve as a basis for further proposals for
directives providing for the attainment of freedom of establishment
in respect of pharmacies2.
The Legal Affairs Committee was
thg liability of dispensing chemists
equipment and medicinal products and
latter proposal.
in favour of the proposals concerning
and the question of ownership of
suggested certain exceptions to the
With regard to the pharmacistrs right of establishment in another
Member State, the committee - and Parli-ament in its resolution3
recommended an appropriate transitional period of at least six months.
The Legal Affairs Committee regarded the proposal for a minimum
course of four and a half years practical and theoretical training
together with at least six months in-service training as an adequate
basis for recognition of a pharmacist's right to engage in and pursue
activities and also as a minimum requirement with regard to the mutual
recognition and coordination of training.
1 oJ ,.to. c L43, 3.L2.1970, p. 23 (paragraph 6)
2 See Doc. 142/70-71, p. 42 (paragraph 32)
3 oJ *o. c L43, 3.L2.Lg70, p. 23
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II. The Commission's 1972 Proposals
7. In November L972 the Commission submitted the following
proposals for directives which had been promised in 1970:
(1) proposal for a directive on the coordination of certain laws,
regulations and administrative provisions concerning the retail
sale of medicinal products by self-employed Persons,
(21 proposal for a directive concerning the attainment of freedom
of establishment and freedom to provide services in respect
of the retail sale of medicinal products by self-employedIpersons
These proposals complemented the seven proposals for directives sub-
mitted in 1969, as called for by the European Parliament2, and were
designed to bring about freedom of establishment in respect of the
retail sale of pharmaceuticals by self-employed pharmacists by
resolving the problems connected with the geographical distribution
of pharmacies.
The first directive was also based on Articles 57 and 66 of the
EEC Treatyr whereas the second directive took Articles 54(21 and
(3), 63(2) and (3) and 56 of the EEC Treat,y as its legal basis.
The proposals for directives submitted in L972 were therefore
intended primarily to regulate the geographical distribution of
pharmacies, 'since otherwise the achievement of freedom of establish-
ment will cause an abnormal influx of applicants, particularly from
countries which restrict the number of dispensaries, into the Member
States where dispensaries may be freely set up''-
B. The European Parliament considered these proposals in the 1i9ht
of the report of the Lega1 Affairs Committee (rapporteur: l,1r Vernaschi)
and the opinion of the Committee on Public Health and the Environment
(draftsman: Mr Walkhoff4) and, in its resolution of 13.6.Lgl45,
ca1led on the Commission to withdraw its proposals and to prepare new
proposals,
i cot'l(zZ) 1375 final (= Document L02/74)j nesolution of 18.11.1970, OJ No. C 143, 3.L2.1970, p. 23
I See CoI,/t(72) I375 final, p. 2
-s Document lo2/7 4
'oJ No. c 76, 3.7.L974, p- 48
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'providing for
and freedom to
pharmaceuticals
public health.'
full and effective freedom of establishment
provide services in the retail sale of the
sector, while nevertheless safeguarding
t
9. As was made clear in the explanatory statement of the Legal
Affairs Committee and, in particular, in the opinion of the Committee
on Public Health and the Environment2, the European Parliament con-
sidered that the Commission's proposals would result not in
liberalization but rather in restriction of the freedom of establish-
ment. It adopted the view that the proposed regulation of geo-
graphical distribution combined with the monopolistic position of
pharmacists would grant dispensing chemists an unjustifiably
privileged status.
10. The Lega1 Affairs Committee expressly recommended abandoning
the principle of controlled geographical distribution of pharmacies
since it believed that freedom of establishment and freedom to
provide services could be brought about only through the liberalization
of national legislation and not by imposing restrictions on distri-
bution3.
11. In its opinion, the Committee on Public Health and the
Environment was opposed to granting pharmacists a privileged and
monopolistic position since the present-day nature of their work
(sale of primarily ready-made preparations, transfer of responsibility
for production to the pharmaceutical manufacturer) did not justify
such exaggerated protection.
III. Withdrawal of the Commission's proposals
12. By decisioh of 8 December L976, the Commission expressly withdrew
three of the directives4 contained in the package on harmonization in
the pharmaceutical sector (production and sales)5 submitted in Lg6g,
including the two directives of interest here concerning:
"f * r-.=-utionr paragraph 2, oJ No. Ci See Doc. 102/74, in particular pages
I ooc. LO2/74, p. 15, paragraphs 19 and
. 
OJ No. C 26, 3.2.L977, pp. 5 and 6
' oJ No. c 54, 28.4.L969 (see paragraph
76, 3.7 .1974, p.48
15 and 20-22
20
2l
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the mutual recognition of the diplomas, certificates and other
formal qualifications of pharmacists;
- the coordination of certain provisions laid down by Iaw, regulation
or administrative action in respect of the activities of self-
employed pharmacists.
The proposals were withdrawn on the grounds that the Council
had not reached a decision and that they were no longer of topical
interest.
13. At the same time, however, the Commission announced that it
would be submitting new proposals to the Council in the course of
L977 on:
'the coordination of minimum training requirements and mutual
recognition of qualifications for pharmacists'1.
These proposals were forwarded by the Commission to the Council
on 3 February 19812.
14. The 1969 proposals also ceased to apply as a result of the
decisions of the European Court of Justice in Cases 2/74 (Reyners)3
and, 33/74 (van Binsberg"t)4 which stated that following the expiry
of the transitional period, Articles 52 and 59 of the EEC Treaty(right of establishment and freedom to provide services) were
directly applicable. On 24 July 1974 the Commission withdrew its
L972 proposalss.
Since L974 the Commission has adopted a new policy with regard
to harmonizafion measurel to bring about freedom of establishment
and freedom to provide services. The Commissionrs aim in following
this restrictive policy is to submit proposals for the attainment
of freedom of movement only insofar as these are necessary for the
development of the common market. The commission appears not to
have applied this criterion in the case of its 1969 and 1972
proposars. The intention at that time was to propose a uniform
fo, *". . 26, 3.2.Lg77, p. 5I See paragraphs 1 and 15 et seq.
I Case 2/74, ECR 1974, 631
. 
Case 33/74, ECR L974, L299
' By decision of the Commission, not published
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structure for the profession, covering both the exercise of
activities (geographical distribution of pharmacies, monopoly of
retail sales, ownership of medicinar products and the liabirity
of the pharmacist) and professional trainingl.
IV. The Commission's new 1981 proposals
15. The proposals2 forwarded by the Commission to the Council on
3 February 1981 reflect this new restrictive policy.
The Commission bases its new proposals sole1y on Articles 49
and 57 of the EEC Treaty and thus confines itself to the right of
estabrishment. rt expressly excludes any facilitation of the
provision of services since it considers that the profession of
pharmacist represents an exceptional case in terms of the provision
of services within the meaning of Articles 59 and 60 of the EEC
Treaty. The Commission considers it difficult to judge at present
whether measures designed to facilitate the provision of services
by pharmacists wourd serve a useful purpose and considers such
provisions inappropriate for the moment3.
16. The Commission therefore proposes only measures designed to
promote mutual confidence in the qualifications and competence of
pharmacists coming from other Member States through the approximation
of national laws.
The directive on coordination first specifies the fields of
activity to which holders of suitable qualifications must be granted
access and then lays down the minimum conditions which the training
Ieading to these qualifications must satisfy (at least four years
training at an institution of higher education and six months in-service
training). The Commission chooses not to make detailed specifications
regarding the content of the training and hopes that the minimum
requirements will increase mutual confidence.
I 
,"" Introduction to COM(81) 4, pp. 2 and 32 cou(at) 4 final
3 A= stated in the expranatory memorandum to the proposal fordirective on mutual recognition, COpt(8I) 4 final, p. l0
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17. T.he proposed directive on mutual recognition also defines
the range of activities to which this mutual recognition applies.
This allows a pharmacist noving to another country to exercise all
the activities open to pharmacists in the host country. The measures
do not affect the application of national provisions, the nature of
the profession of pharmacist in each individual country remains the
same and is not subject to harmonization.
The proposal for a directive
diplomas, certificates and other
including the in-service training
which must be recognized.
also specifies in detail the
evidence of formal qualifications,
completed in the country of origin,
In line with the directives on mutual recognition already
adopted, the directive stipulates that the professional title of
the host Member State must be usedl, and includes a language require-
.2ment
18. In the provisions to facilitate the effective exercise of the
right of establishment (Articles 7-14 of the directive on mutual
recognition) the basic principle applied by the Commission is that a
pharmacist seeking to exercise his activities must conform to the
requirements laid down by the host country. The host country should
recognize a certificate issued in the country of origin attesting to
the applicant's reliability. Each country should inform the other
if they have any knowledge of serious mis,conduct which could affect
the exercise of the activity concerned.
19. In its explanatory memoradnum the Commission points out that
the proposed measures concern solely the establishment of pharma-
cists and are not intended also to facilitate the provision of
services. The reason given for this is that the services provided
by pharmacists are of a quite different nature from those provided
by the other liberal professions.
See Articl-e 13 of the directive on mutual recognition, COI,I(8I)4 final, p. L7
See Article 14(3) of the directive on mutual recognition,
COM(81) 4 fina1, p. 18
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20. rn order to ensure a comparabp high lever of pharmaceuticar
training in the community, the commission has proposed a councildecision setting up an Advisory committee on pharmaceuticar Training.
V. Measures concerni freedom of movement in the health sector
2r. rt seems appropriate in this context to give a brief summaryof the legal situation regarding the recognition of dipromas andthe coordination of provisions laid down by raw, regulation or
administrative action in respect of other activities in the hearth
sector
22- rn March 1969 - at the same time as it submitted the firstproposars for directives on freedom of movement for pharmaciststhe commission submitted proposals to facilitate the effective
exercise of the right of estabrishment and freedom to provide
services for doctors and dentistsl, based on Articles 54, s7 and63 of the EEC Treaty. After the European parliament had deriveredits opinion, proposing that the directives be extended to employeddoctors and dentists2, the council adopted the directives on doctorson 16 June 19753 and the directives on dentists on 25 Jury tglai .---The Council based these directives on Articles 49, 57, 66 and 235of the EEC Treaty.
23. In 1969 and 1970 the Commission
bring about freedom of movement for
and midwivesT, on which the European
and called once again for freedom of
employed persons.
submitted further proposals to
veterinary surgeorr"5 r rrr.=""6
Parliament delivered opinion=8-10
movement to be extended to
J 9J-Ng. g 54,28.4.le6e, pp. B_3rI il:^1::_1:9"d Articte a8 is a further lesar basis
, Dlrectives 11/.192 and 75/363, oJ No. L 16t,30.6.Ig75, pp. I and
. Directives 78/696 and, 7g'/687', oJ x". i 233, 24.g. f gZi, pp. I andi g{ 1". c e2, '20 .7 .isio ,- p. 18; 9{ _ry". g }16, 8.12.re6e,-p. t3
, 
OJ. No. C 18, l-2.2.1970, p. 1
o vererl_nary surgeons: OJ No. C 19, 2g.2.Lg72, p. 10
ro IYI:.:::: or wo. c 65, 5.6.1e70, p. i;.--Mrdwrves: OJ No. C I0I, 4.9.197b, p. 26
T4
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Between Lg77 and 1980I-3 the Council adopted the directives,
including Article 49 of the EEC Treaty as a further legal basis
in respect of employed persons in accordance with the proposals
of the European Parliament4.
24. The purpose of all these directives was to facilitate the
effective exercise of the right of establishment and freedom to
provide services. This results from Article 66 of the EEC Treaty,
which is cited as a legal" basis in every case. Each of the directives
also covers employed persons and is based additionally on Article 49
of the EEC Treaty.
Initially the Council also included Article 235 of the EEC
Treaty as a legal basis in respect of employed persons, but later -
in the case of the directives on midwives - accepted the view of the
Commission and the European Parliament that Article 49 of the EEC
Treaty provided sufficient legal basis.
I
' Veterinary surgeons: OJ No. L 362, 23.L2.I978, p. I
2 Nr.=.": oJ No. L L76, L5.7.L977, p. I
3 
,idri.r"= , oJ No. L 33 , LL.z .1980 , p . I
4 Ir, the case of the directives on veterinary surgeons and nurses
the Council additionally included Article 235 of the EEC Treaty
as a legal basis
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Part 2 Comments on the proposals
I. General
25. The Commission itself concedes that its 1981 proposals are more
modest than those put forward in 1969 and Lg72L. Its justification
for this restraint is that these proposals are better adapted to the
present state of Community integration and that harmonization of the
structure of the profession does not seem necessary.
26. The present proposals do
put forward in L969 and 1972.
indeed fall far short of the measures
The earlier proposals covered freedom to provide services as welL
as the right of establishment.
The 1969 proposal for a directive on coordination in respect of
the activities 'of 'se1'f-employed pharmacists provided for pharmacists
to have a monopoly of sales of medicinal products after a transitional
period and regulated the question of the ownership of equipment and
medicinal products.
- The supplementary L972 proposal laid down rules governing the geo-
graphical distribution of dispensaries which meant that permission
to operate was subject to restrictions.
27. The new proposals do, however, go further than the earrier
proposals in one respect; according to Articles 3 and 17 respectively
of the proposals for directives, and on the basis of Article 4g of
the EEC Treaty, the right of estabrishment is to appry also to
employed pharmacists. The commission has here responded to the
demands of the European Parriament2, thus following the council,s
example in the directives adopted in respect of the health sector3.
I
2
COM(81) 4 final, Introduction, p. 3
EP resolution, OJ No. C 10I, 4.8.1970, p. 14Lautenschlager report, Doc. 80/L970, p. 4L
Council Directive 75/362 concerning doctors,
30.5. L975, p. I
(paragraph 17 ) and
OJ No. L L67,
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28. The Commission's restraint and the above-mentioned differences
with regard to the earlier proposals do not in themselves merit an
unfavourable opinion. If the present proposals nonetheless contain
the necessary measures to assure freedom of movement for pharmacists,
they are quite sufficient.
rt must therefore be examined whether the Commission's proposals
satisfy the requirements laid down in the Treaty as regards freedom
of movement for these professions.
II. Right of establishment and freedom to provide services
29. The most striking difference by comparison with the earlier
proposals is that these proposals are concerned solely with the
right of establishment for pharmacists. Freedom to provide services
is excluded on the grounds that, in the case of the pharmaceutical
profession, the provision of services within the meaning of Articles
59 and 60 of the EEC Treaty appears to be quite exceptional.l In
the explanatory memorandum to the directive on mutual recognition2
the Commission states that it considers such provisions inappropriate
since it is difficult to judge at present whether they would serve a
useful purpose.
30. These arguments are not convincing and conceal the true reasons
for the Commission's inability at present to introduce freedom to
provide services in respect of pharmaceutical activities.
The commission is correct in saying that the pharmacistrs
freedom to provide services differs significantly from that of the
other medical professions; the pharmacist is essentially engaged in
selling a pharmaceutical product, whereas in the case of a doctor
the service rendered is individual medical attention. The doctor,
once his diploma has been recognj-zed, can therefore establish
himself in another l,lember State and immediately provide services such
as treatmentr pr€scribing medicines, consultation, etc.
COM(81) 4 final, p. I
COI{(81) 4 final, p. I0
1
2
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31. Since the pharmacist's services involve the sale of medicinal
productsr provision of these services outside his country of
establishment is dependent on whether the products concerned are
authorized in the other country.
In its proposals the Commission does not make clear the exact
nature of the obstacles preventing the introduction of freedom to
provide services in respect of pharmacists.
What actually prevents the introduction of freedom to provide
services is the fact that in the community there is no mutual
recognition of marketing authorizations for proprietary medicinal
products. The council has now adopted four directives on the
approximation of provisions laid down by raw, reguration or
administrative action relating to proprietary medicinal productsl.
The Commission has since submitted an amending proposal2, which was
approved by the European parriament on 16 october r9gr3 b"ing u
first step towards the free movement of proprietary medicinal products
in the Community. Establishment of a unified market in medicinal
products requires not only mutual recognition of marketing
authorizations but also harmonization of the criteria and methods
used in tri'als, abolition of all import controls and elimination
of the problem of parallel imports.
The commission shourd submit to the council the proposals
required in this area to ensure freedom to provide services by
estabrishing a community market in medicinal products.
I Directive 65/65 of 26.L.1965, OJ No.Directive 75/318 ot 20.5.1975, OJ No.Directive 7S/919 of 20.5.L975, OJ No.Directive 78/25 of L2.L2.L977, OJ No.
2 cou(go) 78g final
3 np resolution of 16.10.I98I, OJ No. C 2g7,9.II.19g1, p. I20
on the basis of the von Wogau report (Doc. L-246/gL)
L 22, 9 .2.L969, p. 369L I47, 9.6.1975, p. IL 147, 9.6.L975, p. 13L 11, 14.1.1978, p. 18
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III. Renunciation of an integrated Community policy
32. Even if it is accepted that the Commission's work must be
confined to facilitating the right of establishment because the
Iack of harmonization of the market in medicinal products prevents
any facilitation at present of the freedom to provide services, the
present proposals still seem to fall short of their intended
objectives.
33. FirstIy, the Commission's justification of these proposals
seems contradictory. On the one hand, it states that harmonization
is not an aim in itself and must be used only where necessary for
the development of the common market. And yet the new restrictive
policy is based not on what is necessary (what is required to bring
about freedom of movement) but rather on what is politically possible
at present. The proposals give the impression that instead of
pointing the way, in accordance with the Commission's role as the
'driving force of the Community', they have been adapted to what is
thought to be feasible.
This contradiction is made apparent on page 3 (fntroduction)
of the Commission's proposals. The Commission considers that its
L969 and 1972 proposals did not meet the restrictive criteria
because they sought to create a uniform structure for the profession
of pharmacist. To illustrate this, the Commission refers to the
conditions governing the exercise of the profession which were then
proposed (monopoly of sales, ownership of medicinal products,
geographical distribution of dispensaries). Having said that this
is not in line with its policy, the Commission then states on the
same page of its explanatory memorandum that it does not exclude the
possibility of further development and introduction of these same
principles at a later stage. It is clear from this that the
Commission has no precj,se idea of the form which freedom of movement
for pharmacists wiII take.
34. As a further introductory remark it should be pointed out that
the Commission's proposals do not meet the requirements of Article
57(3) of the EEC Treaty which states that:
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rrn the case of the medical and atried and pharmaceutical
professions, the progressive abolition of restrictions shall
be dependent upon coordination of the conditions for their
exercise in the various Member States.,l
In its proposals the Commission does not
of activity in the Member States, nor does it
conditions for the exercise of the profession.
most important aspects governing the exercise
field of pharmacy, i.e.
touch upon the areas
1ay down the essential
It excludes the
of activities in the
these aspects
absence of any
functioning of
geographical distribution of dispensaries;
monopoly of sares of medicinal products for pharmacists;
ownership of medicinal products,
thereby allowing the divergent legal situations in the Member states
to continue, and reserves for itself the possibility of regulating
these aspects at community leveilwithin the framework of an
integrated Community health policy' 
.
rt shourd now be examined whether regulation of
at Community lever is necessary and what effects the
reguration will have on freedom of movement and the
the common market.
I. 9eegfep$ggl_gisrriburion o{-qtSpe!9et}98
35. The Commission orginally excluded this aspect from its tg6g
proposals a1so, but was subjected to pressure from the European
Parliament2 and submitted a proposal for a directive in wl)3 .
The European parliament then opposed the principre of the geo-
graphical distribution of dispensaries and caIled on the Commission
to withdraw its proposals. The reason given for the rejection of
the proposals was that control of the geographical distribution of
pharmacies would compromise freedom of movement within the community.
This point is also T.dg by the Economic and social committee inits opinion of 2 July 19gi, oJ No. C 230, 10.9.fgef,-p.'-fO
EP resolution, oJ No. c 143, 3.12-1g70, p. 23 (paragraph 6)
cot4(72) 1375 final
2
3
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Parliament hoped that approximation of national legislation could
be brought about through liberalization, i.e. by removing national
restrictions on distribution.
36. There are two obvious and diametrically opposed ways of solving
the problem of the geographical distribution of dispensaries:
(I) Introduction of provisions governing distribution in all the
Member States on the basis of a uniform system
Aside from the constitutional problem which such restrictions
on distribution would pose for the Federal RepubJic, giverr that
in 1958 the Federal Constitutional Court declared unconstitutional
such a restriction on the exercise of a professionl, there are
also economic argument's against privileged treatment of this sort.
On the pretext of protecting public health, restrictions are
placed on the freedom to exercise the profession of pharmacist
and the pharmacist benefits from a guaranteed income which is
contrary to the principles of free competiti-on. The regulation
of geographical distribution can at best prevent the excessive
concentration of dispensaries in urban centres, it would not
ensure that dispensaries are established in the poorly-served
rural areas.
(21 Liberalization of the establishment of dispensaries in all the
Member States through simultaneous abolition of restrictions
on distribution
At present five of the ten Member States of the Community do not
have provisions governing geographical distribution (number of
inhabitants per dispensary)z. OnIy by guaranteeing the principle
of unlimited freedom of establishment through Community law would
it be possi-ble to ensure that freedom to exercise the profession
of pharmacist and freedom of movement are respected.
- Federar constitutional court, judgment of 1I.6.1958, published inthe Amtliche Sammlung, volume 'l , p. 3772 Th"=" 
"r"r The Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, rreland, theNetherlands and the United Kingdom; in the Netherlands, however,strict control is in fact exercised by the Pharmacists, Association;a legal measure equivalent to a restriction on distribution is being
considered at present
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37 
' The commission's proposars once again seek to achieve a
compromi'se by allowing the individuar Member states to continuedetermining the question of establishment. rn accordance with itsrestrictive policy it simply aims to ensure that nationals ofother Member states receive equar treatment in comprying with thevari'ous nationar conditions for the establishment of pharmacies.
This restrained approach (maintenance of national conditionsgoverning the exercise of the profession and regulatiorE governingdistribution) does not, however, assure freedom of establishment,but instead increases the danger of imbalance and one_sided dis_advantage.
38. The shortcomings of the solution proposed by the commission
can be seen from the following example:
- where one community country a110ws freedom of establishment forpharmacies, without restriction as to number, while other MemberstaLes such as Belgium, France, Denmark and Luxembourg exercisestrict control over the distribution of pharmacies, the presentdirective on the right of estabrishment will work to the dis_advantage of the first country; pharmaci_sts not permitted topractice in their own countri-es courd estabrish themserves inthat country without any restriction. This would read to a markedincrease in the number of dispensaries and intensify competition,
whereas there would stirr be a privileged restraint on competitionin the Member states with restrictions on geographical distribution.
39' Because of the differences in establishment opportunitiesr o'c€the directives came into effect there would cease to be equalitybetween German, British, Greek and rrish pharmacists and thosefrom the other community countries with restrictions on estabrishment,with the resuft that those in the first group wourd be put at adisadvanEage. This situation of complete diversity is contrary tothe basic rules of the common market as laid down in Articles 3(c)and (f) of the EEC Treaty. rt is arso at variance with the exprana_tory memorandum to the commission,s tg72 proposar which states thatit is necessary to prevent a situation in which
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,the achievement of freedom of establishment wiIl cause
an abnormal influx of applicants, particularly from
countries which restrict the number of dispensaries, into
the Member states where dispensaries may be freely set
.Iup'
z. Ere!es!i.en-Iet-Usuber-!!e!es-!hresgh-e!!euing-ceslris!i.sns-sn-reseeni!1en-ei
dip!eues
40. The problem thus arises as to hor the essence of the Commission's
proposaLs for faciLitating freedom of estabLishment can be preserved trithout
opening the door to an uncontrolLed inftux of pharmacists into Member States
with no geographicaL restrictions.
41. As part of a stage by stage approach, one couLd initiaLLy Limit freedom
of movement to empLoyed pharmacists and make freedom of movement for setf-
emptoyed practitioners conditionaL on the harmonization of the present
differing estabLishment requirements in the Member States. A second, finat
stage in the harmonization process wouLd be to introduce freedom for pharmacists
to provide services, which in turn requires the existence of a common market
in medicaI Products.
Houlever, such an approach, restricting freedom of movement to emptoyed
pharmacists, woutd no tonger have any basis in Articte 57 of the EEC Treaty,
and wou[d atso do nothing for freedom of estabLishment for independent
professions. It wouLd furthermore rob the Commission's proposaL of its content
and shut markets comptetety to seLf-emptoyed pharmacists.
42. An uncontroLted inftux into f{ember States that attow unrestricted freedom
of establ.ishment couLd also be handLed by Less drastic changes to the Commission
proposats:
Member States couLd be permitted, under a safeguard clause, not to appty the
provisions for recognition of seIf-empIoyed pharmacists where the estabLishment
of a new pharmacy is invotved. This restriction trouLd enable Member States uith
no geographicaL distribution for dispensaries to timit the movement of
pharmacists from other Member States to those taking over existing pharmacies,
rather than estabLishing netr pharmacies and hence causing an uncontroLIed
lcon(72) 1375 tina[, p. 2
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increase in the totaL number of pharmacies'
43. The unequaL treatment created by such a safeguard cLause is only
justifiabLe for a timited period. The Commission is therefore stiLL asked
to continue its efforts to secure harmonizat'ion of estabtishment requirements in
the trlember states in order to enabte aLI pharmacists to estabtish themsetves in
any Member State under the same conditions. It shoutd therefore not be [eft to
the Member States alone to dispense uith the safeguard clause at some tater date'
It is rather the task of the Commission to prepare further directives to
harmonize estabLishment requirements and remove restrictions on the recognition
of diptomas.
4L. The safeguard clause onLy appties to restrictions on the recognition of
dipLomas. It has no bearing on the proposed directive coordinating legat and
administrative provisions retating to activities in the fieLd of pharmacy. The
approximation of training for pharmacists concerns the future generation of
pharmacists in aLL the llember States and has nothing to do with differing
estabLishment criteria. To avoid giving the faIse impression that the
coordination directive permits unrestricted access - as might appear from
Articl.e 1 of the proposaL for a directive - a ctarification shouLd be inserted
in the form of a proviso referring to the safeguard cLause in ArticLe 2 of the
recognition di rect ive.
3. Iengpq!y-e1-se!ss-eDd-elnslshlp-sI-uedrqine!-pledus!s
45. The monopoLy of retait sa[es of medicinal products and the ownership
of medicinat products, for rhich provision tras made in the 1969 propos"tsl,
are not being proposed by the Commission at present. Houever, since
reference is made to further devetopment in these fiel'ds at a Later stage
within the frameuork of an integrated community heaLth poLicy, the question
of the monopoLy of saLes shoutd be discussed briefLy here.
46. As was stated in the report of the LegaL Affairs Committee2 on the 1972
propbsaLs, and particuLarty in the accompanying opinion of the Committee on
pubLic HeaLth and the Environment, the retention or introduction of a saLes
monopoty for pharmacists is of very doubtfuL vaLue.
lsee points 5 and 6
2ro.. 10?t74
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42. rn some ttemueritatls pharmaceuticals may be soLd in outLets
other than pharmacies (United Kingdom, Netherlands), and irr all
Flember States pharmacists may se1I products other than pharma-
ceuticals.
Monopoly of sales, as provided for in the Commission'6 1969
proposal, is considered desirable for reasons of public health;
the supply of medicinal products and advice by pharmacists alone
is said to be an essential aspect of the protection of public health.
It should be recognized, on the other hand, that the nature of
the pharmacist's profession has changed considerably in recent years;
the preparation, manufacture and testing of medicinal products are
now the responsibility of the pharmaceutical manufacturers and few
medical preparations are made up by the pharmacist himself. In
the case of industrially manufactured pharmaceuticals, the pharma-
cist's activit,y is almost entirely limited to the sale of the
product. From the economic point of view, a sales monopoly seems
to provide pharmacists with a level of protection which calls for
re-examination. Together with restrictions on geographical dis-
tribution it largely excludes competition. In a market economy,
however, free enterprise and freedom of establishment are the best
means of assuring unrestricted competition and thereby providing
the population with the best possible service. In this context a
sales monopoly is acceptable only for special reasons of medical
and consumer protection and accords with the special reqrlirements
concerning training and practice of the profession.
Eor these reasons the Commission should be urged no$, to
consider all aspects of such a sales monopoly.
IV. gqnglsgl.qng
48. After consideration of the direct'ives proposed by the
Commission, as compared with the proposals submitted in 1969 and
L972 and later withdrawn, and in the light of the differing legal
situations in the Ivlember states, it is to be concruded that
49. - the Commissionts present proposats faIL short of the directives submitted
ear['ier;
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50. ' rhe-tackot progreis on the important and complex question
of unifying the market in pharmaceuticals has prevented the
Commission from submitting simultaneous proposals on freedom to
provide services in respect of activities in the field of pharmacyr
through which uniform lega1 provisions for all professions in the
health sector would have been achieved;
51. - The Commiss'ion's decision not to reguLate the geographicaI
distribution of dispensaries and instead to allow the varying
national provisions gover4ing establishment to remain in effect woutd
mean that those Member States which 'did not pLace any restrictions
on the establishment of pharmacies uouLd be ptaced at a disadvantage;
this runs counter to the aim of freedom of establishment which is to
assure equal conditions of access for all qualified persons seeking
work in all the tlember States;
5?. - the Commission does not provide for any monopoLy of saLes of pharmaceuticals
for pharmacistsi this is, however, a matter which must be reso[ved;
53. - The Commission's proposa[s utiLL not prevent an uncontrolted inftux of
pharmacists into filember States with no provisions for geographicaL distribution
untess the Member States are permitted, under a safeguard ctause, to Iimit the
recognition of dipLomas to pharmacists taking over existing pharmacies.
54. - The ruLes proposed by the Commission to coordinate training represent a
weLcome advance towards the creation of freedom of estabLishment and freedom to
provide services in the fieLd of pharmacy.
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Letter from the chairman of the committee to Mrs Veit,
chairman of the LegaL Affairs Committee
BrusseLs,29.4.1983
Subject: proposaLs for CounciL Directives and draft CounciL decision concerning
certain activit'ies in the f ieLd of pharmacy (COttl(81) 4 t inaL)
Dear Madam Chairman,
I am pLeased to inform you that the Committee on Budgets considered the above pro-
posats for directives and draft CounciL decision at its meeting of 21 ApriL 1983
in BrusseLsl.
The committee adopted a favourabLe opinion unanimousLy, with one vote against.
However, it noted that the third proposaL aims to create a neh, advisory committee,
yhereas parLiament has on severaL occasions caLLed for a reorganizat'ion of the
Commission,s advisory bodies. The favourabLe opinion on these proposats is accord-
ingLy without prejudice to the resuLts of the investigation of the Commiss'ion's
advisory bodies currentLy being carried out by the Committee on Budgetary ControL.
Yours sincereLy,
Erwin LANGE
Present: Mr LANGE, chairman; Mr N0TENBOOII, vice-chairman; Mrs BARBARELLA, vice-
chairman; Mr ARNDT, Mr AD0NNINO, filr BATTERSBY, Mrs HOFF, Mr KELLETT-
BOWMAN, Mr PFENNIG, Mr PRICE and ltlr SCHON
